The memory system that enables humans to maintain and manipulate information for short periods of time has been referred to as working memory (WM). Our understanding of auditory WM and whether there are differences for the processing of different auditory materials (e.g., speech and music) is still elusive. Previous findings suggest that auditory WM is not a unitary system (e.g., [@R8]; [@R54]; [@R66]). Our present study set out to investigate whether (i) the phonological loop, a WM component known to process verbal information ([@R3]), is also processing nonverbal auditory information (tones and timbre) and (ii) auditory WM differs between stimuli that can be internally rehearsed (words, tones) and stimuli that are more difficult to rehearse (timbre). Therefore, to further our understanding of the underlying processes of WM for different auditory information, we compared, to our knowledge for the first time, WM performance for verbal (words) and non-verbal (pitch, timbre) materials in a forward (Experiment 1) and a backward (Experiment 2) recognition task, and in a backward recognition task using articulatory suppression (Experiment 3).

In the following we will review what is known about WM for verbal, tonal, and timbre stimuli. Whereas verbal WM studies have used both recall and recognition to investigate participants' WM performance, experiments exploring WM for nonverbal materials (tones and timbre) have been relying on recognition tasks (but see [@R77] for a tonal WM recall task).

While various short-term memory (STM) or WM models have been proposed (for overviews see [@R3]; [@R17], [@R18]; [@R26]; [@R39]; [@R51]), our present paper is based on the [@R6] WM model, which has motivated numerous studies investigating WM for verbal and tonal materials ([@R6]; [@R8]; [@R37]; [@R45]; [@R54]; [@R63]; [@R66]; [@R77]). In addition, although parts of this model are still under debate, no other verbal WM component is as well investigated and accepted as the phonological loop ([@R12]).

VERBAL INFORMATION {#s2}
==================

In the influential multi-component WM model proposed by [@R6] verbal information is processed by a phonological loop, which is further subdivided in a passive storage component (phonological store) and an active rehearsal mechanism (articulatory rehearsal process). The passive storage component is assumed to store auditory or speech-based information for a few seconds ([@R1]).

When verbal information has to be maintained for longer time spans, it is rehearsed by the articulatory rehearsal process^1^ ([@R2]). The following three effects have been interpreted to support the notion that the articulatory rehearsal is comparable to subvocal speech. First, the word length effect refers to the phenomenon that participants show a greater memory span ([@R7]) and superior recognition accuracy ([@R4]) for short words than for long words. This finding has been used as one of the major arguments for articulatory rehearsal being comparable to subvocal speech, even though some research suggested the additional influence of other word characteristics (i.e., phonological complexity) and attentional mechanisms ([@R47]). Second, it has been shown that the articulatory rehearsal process can be interrupted by articulatory suppression ([@R1], [@R2]; [@R32]; [@R63]), which prevents the internal rehearsal of verbal material and thus reduces verbal WM capacity. Third, recent neuroimaging studies have provided further evidence for subvocal rehearsal underlying verbal WM. Using a recognition paradigm these studies have reported that active rehearsal of verbal material engages motor-related areas, which are usually involved in controlling and programming of speech movements ([@R2]; [@R31]; [@R37]; [@R45]; [@R53]; [@R66]; [@R70]). Thus participants might use their knowledge of how to produce speech in order to convert the auditorily presented verbal information into internally rehearsable motor representations or sensorimotor codes ([@R37]; [@R45]; [@R66]).

Auditory WM has mainly been investigated using verbal stimuli. Non-verbal auditory information, however, like music, also unfolds over time, and the understanding and appreciation of music depends, as the understanding of speech, on WM.

TONES {#s3}
=====

In contrast to studies showing the improvement of verbal WM performance thanks to internal rehearsal (for a review see [@R2]), studies that have investigated whether internal rehearsal of the to-be-remembered stimuli can also improve WM for tones in recognition tasks yielded conflicting results. Some studies showed no beneficial effects of internal rehearsal for WM of tones ([@R22]; [@R43]). In these studies participants might have encountered difficulties in covertly rehearsing the experimental stimuli because the frequency of the tones used did not correspond to the frequencies of the Western chromatic scale or were ambiguous, the frequency difference between tones was smaller than the smallest difference (a semitone) used in songs of Western tonal music ([@R43]) and/or chords, consisting of several simultaneously played sine wave tones were used ([@R22]). In contrast, in studies in which the frequencies of the tones used corresponded to the frequencies of the Western chromatic scale ([@R54]) or in which the frequency differences between tones were not smaller than one semitone ([@R45]; [@R54]), it was observed that participants showed more accurate WM performance if rehearsal was possible, indicating a rehearsal mechanism underlying WM for tones.

Additional corroborating evidence comes from neuroimaging data indicating that during the internal rehearsal of tones motor-related cortical areas are activated, comparable to those activated during the internal rehearsal of verbal material ([@R37]; [@R45]; [@R66]). In sum, these findings suggest that participants are able to translate the auditory signal of certain tones (e.g. corresponding to a known, distinguishable tonal set) into internally rehearsable (sensorimotor) representations, similar to verbal material, that can be used for the maintenance of information in WM ([@R45]; [@R66]).

COMPARISON BETWEEN VERBAL AND TONAL INFORMATION {#s4}
===============================================

The Baddeley and Hitch WM model ([@R2]; [@R6]) has been designed to explain verbal WM and does not specify whether the phonological loop also processes non-verbal information, or whether different subsystems (a "musical loop", [@R8]; or a "tonal loop", [@R54]) exist in addition to the phonological loop. There is also no consensus in the literature whether verbal and tonal auditory information are processed in one WM system ([@R14]; [@R69]; [@R77]) or in two systems ([@R23]; [@R60]). Furthermore, findings differ as a function of musical expertise, which influences tonal WM: Verbal WM and tonal WM differ more strongly in musicians than they differ in non-musicians ([@R54]; but see [@R63]; [@R66]; [@R77]).

TIMBRE {#s5}
======

To our knowledge, no study has yet investigated WM for timbre in comparison to WM for both verbal and tonal materials. According to the Acoustical Society, timbre is defined as the features that enable the distinction between two sounds of identical pitch, intensity, duration, and location. For example, an instrument or an individual\'s voice can be identified by its timbre. Research suggests that participants cannot imitate or repeat timbre ([@R21]). Thus maintaining timbre information in WM should not benefit from internal rehearsal, in contrast to verbal material and tonal material that can be facilitated by internal rehearsal (internal speaking or singing, respectively). The question remains how timbre information can be stored, maintained, and manipulated in WM.

One possibility is that timbre is stored as an "acategorical" sensory memory trace (for an overview, see [@R16], [@R17]; [@R78]). Whereas WM is assumed to be the active, attentional maintenance of information (e.g., via rehearsal), sensory memory refers to a preattentive representation of information ([@R16]; [@R41], [@R42]). Two types of sensory stores have been described: A short sensory store, which is part of perception, and a long sensory store, which is part of memory ([@R16]; [@R41], [@R42]). Sensory memory traces have been traditionally investigated with electrophysiological methods (mismatch negativity: MMN; for an overview, see [@R64]). Results suggest that the long sensory store can hold auditory information for durations of 10 to 20 seconds ([@R19]; [@R28]; [@R42]; [@R61]). For example, white noise, which cannot be repeated or categorised, can be stored for up to 20 seconds ([@R42]). Another indication that timbre is stored using a sensory trace comes from the Timbre Memory Model (TMM; [@R49]; [@R50]). This model assumes that distractors that share features with stimuli stored in memory are likely to overwrite these stored stimuli and thus degrade their memory trace ([@R49]; [@R50]), but that articulatory suppression does not have the same degrading effect: [@R48] designed an experiment in which participants were asked to compare two complex periodic sounds that could not be verbally labelled. These two sounds were separated by a retention interval lasting 5 to 30 seconds. Even though participants were reading aloud during the retention interval, performance was robust, also for the longer interval. The authors concluded that this form of auditory memory does not depend on verbal rehearsal.

Overall, findings suggest that timbre information might be stored as acategorical information using sensory memory traces ([@R16]; [@R41], [@R42]; [@R48]; [@R49]; [@R50]).

COMPARISON BETWEEN TIMBRE AND TONES/WORDS {#s6}
=========================================

Memory for timbre has mainly been investigated in comparison to memory for tones using interference experiments. That is, it was investigated whether the presentation of timbre stimuli interferes with WM for tones or vice versa. [@R68] reported that WM for periodic complex tones was only influenced by pitch, but not by timbre. These results, suggesting two independent WM systems for pitch and timbre, were supported by (1) [@R46] who observed that timbre variations did not influence pitch memory, even though memory for timbre was slightly influenced by pitch, and also by (2) [@R71], who reported that memory for timbre was only minimally disrupted by irrelevant pitch variation. Overall it has been proposed that pitch and timbre are processed independently in WM recognition tasks ([@R46]; [@R68]; [@R71]). This might be due to the fact that participants can sing or hum a melody and can therefore rehearse pitch information internally ([@R37]; [@R45]; [@R66]), while they might have severe difficulties to subvocally repeat or produce timbre information ([@R21]; [@R34]).

However, it has been shown that participants are able to imagine timbre, which might be based on the creation of a sensory image. [@R21] asked participants to indicate whether two tones, played by a guitar, flute, or trumpet, were the same or different in pitch. In a timbre imagery task participants were presented with a sine wave tone, and were then asked to imagine this tone being played by a guitar, a flute, or a trumpet. Then the second tone, played by a guitar, flute, or trumpet timbre, was presented, and participants had to decide whether the two tones differed in pitch. Interestingly, participants were slowed down in this judgement when the second tone was played by an instrument that differed from the instrument that they imagined during the imagery condition. Although this finding suggested that participants might be able to imagine timbre, it is worth noting that, first, participants only had to imagine one timbre stimulus, and second, they had as much time as they needed to do so as this experiment was self-paced.

Further findings support the hypothesis that WM for timbre does not rely on an internal rehearsal mechanism, but rather on a sensory imagery mechanism. Functional imaging data have shown for tones that imagery ([@R33]) and internal rehearsal ([@R45]; [@R66]) rely on motor-related neural structures, indicating that production systems are involved during these processes. However, for timbres the involvement of motor-related structures has not been observed during an imagery task ([@R34]).^2^ Although there has been only little research on WM for timbres, results so far suggest that WM for timbres differs from that for tones and words. It has been proposed (for overviews see, [@R47]; [@R56]) that the process of refreshing, like internal rehearsal, can actively maintain verbal information in WM. Refreshing involves an attention-based augmentation and maintenance of a memory trace, and could be used to maintain timbre information in auditory WM. However, for timbre, [@R48] argued that refreshing is not responsible for the robust memory trace over time, notably because reading during the retention delay did not impair WM performance for auditory stimuli that could not be verbally labelled.

FORWARD AND BACKWARD WM RECOGNITION {#s7}
===================================

WM enables the temporally limited storage and maintenance (e.g., by active rehearsal) as well as the manipulation of information ([@R2]; [@R6]). While maintenance is sufficient for forward WM tasks, manipulation (i.e., reordering of the elements of the sequence) is required for backward WM tasks ([@R79]). Previous studies have shown that participants perform better during forward recall than during backward recall (e.g., [@R27]; [@R38]). Manipulation appears to rely on a different mechanism or to require additional processes compared to maintenance only (as indicated by studies showing differences between forward and backward recall for verbal stimuli; [@R9]; [@R38]; [@R72]; [@R74]), for example by involving processes of the central executive ([@R2], [@R3]; [@R5]). In contrast to recall tasks, it is still not well known whether forward and backward WM (thus maintenance and manipulation) of verbal and nonverbal materials might differ in recognition tasks. Therefore our present study investigated WM for auditory stimuli using forward and backward WM recognition paradigms.

MEMORY FOR SERIAL ORDER {#s8}
=======================

One component not included in the Baddeley and Hitch WM model ([@R6]) is a timing component; that is, how participants remember the order of items. The existence of a "timing signal" that supports memory for serial order has been postulated by different models ([@R11]; [@R13]), in which it is assumed, that memory for item and memory for order information are based on different processes. [@R36] investigated memory for items and serial order using visually presented letters in a WM recognition paradigm. Whereas in the task investigating memory for items participants were asked to indicate whether a control item had been presented in a previous sequence, in the task investigating memory for serial order participants were asked to indicate whether a sequence of items was presented in the same order as before (thus being comparable to the forward task used in our study). Irrelevant speech, articulatory suppression, and paced finger tapping during the presentation of the to-be-remembered visual items impaired memory for serial order more strongly than memory for items. These findings suggested that (i) memory for serial order and memory for items are based on separate processes and that (ii) memory for serial order relies to a greater degree on internal rehearsal. Memory for serial order, compared to memory for items, involved the left dorsal premotor cortex more strongly, a brain structure also involved in rhythm processing ([@R35]).

Although the timing component has not been investigated as systematically for the auditory domain as it has been investigated for the visual domain (e.g., [@R35]; [@R36]), previous research suggested that timing and ordering mechanisms also underlie verbal and non-verbal WM. In particular, WM for rhythmic patterns (tones presented auditorily) has been shown to share mechanisms with verbal WM ([@R32]; [@R57], [@R58]; [@R59]), whether auditorily presented digits or letters ([@R32]; [@R58]) or visually presented letters ([@R57]). Thus auditory WM has been suggested to involve timing control mechanisms as well ([@R32]; [@R58]).

However, recognition memory for serial order has, to our knowledge, only been compared to memory for items for visual material in a forward task (i.e., requiring maintenance only), thus calling for research investigating memory for serial order using auditory materials in forward and backward recognition tasks (as used in our study). This is especially the case for the backward task, because this task requires participants to reorder, that is to manipulate, the presented items. Memory for serial order relies more strongly on internal rehearsal than memory for items ([@R36]), thus using this task allowed us to compare WM rehearsal processes for different auditory stimuli.

SEQUENCE LENGTH {#s9}
===============

[@R2] suggested that the amount of material that can be rehearsed and stored in WM is restricted; the longer the sequence (or the more events there are), the weaker the WM performance ([@R19]). It has been shown that certain characteristics of auditory WM depend on sequence length. For example [@R77] reported that the pitch proximity effect (better recall performance for dissimilar compared to similar tone sequences) decreases as sequence length increases. Furthermore, [@R65] showed that the tonality effect (recognition performance in a forward task was better for tonal compared to atonal sequences) was modulated by the length of the sequences. The length effect seems to be further influenced by the task (recall vs recognition; forward vs backward) and/or by the auditory stimulus type: For verbal WM a length effect has been observed in a forward recall task ([@R7]; [@R9]; [@R72]), but not in a backward recall task ([@R9]; [@R72]; [@R74]), while for tonal material a length effect has been observed in a forward recall task ([@R77]) and in both forward ([@R20]; [@R65]) and backward recognition tasks ([@R65]). Our present study investigated whether a length effect would be observed for different auditory materials in forward and backward recognition tasks by using two sequence lengths: five- and six-item sequences in the forward task, and three- and four-item sequences in the backward task.^3^

To summarise, our study investigated WM for three types of materials (words, tones, timbre) using a recognition task for serial order. This combination allowed us to compare WM for verbal material (words) and non-verbal (tone, timbre) materials, as well as WM for which internal rehearsal has been reported previously (words, tones) or not (timbres). Furthermore we manipulated sequence length and used both forward (Experiment 1) and backward (Experiment 2) recognition tasks in order to study WM with its components of maintenance and manipulation. In Experiment 3 we investigated the influence of articulatory suppression on WM for words, tones, or timbres.

We hypothesised that if WM for all auditory stimuli relies on the same mechanisms, then the same data pattern should be observed across material types, e.g., decreased performance for longer sequences compared to shorter sequences ([@R2]; [@R20]; [@R65]; [@R77]). However, if WM for the three auditory stimuli relies on different mechanisms, then an interaction between length and material during the forward task and/or the backward task was expected. Differences might emerge because participants are able to rehearse words and tones internally (based on their knowledge how to produce words and tones), and these motor representations could support WM performance ([@R33]; [@R45]; [@R66]), while being subjected to length effects ([@R7]; [@R9]; [@R20]; [@R65]; [@R72]; [@R77]). This might not be the case for timbres, and participants might rely on sensory memory rather than on internal rehearsal ([@R21]; [@R34]; [@R42]; [@R48]; [@R49]; [@R50]).

EXPERIMENT 1 (FORWARD TASK) {#s10}
===========================

Using a forward recognition task, in Experiment 1 we investigated WM for words, timbres, and tones. We expected decreased performance for longer sequences (i.e., length effect) for words ([@R2]; [@R7]) and tones ([@R20]; [@R65]; [@R77]), which both might rely on rehearsal mechanisms, but probably not for timbre, which is presumably based on sensory memory traces ([@R42]; [@R48]; [@R49]; [@R50]). Previous literature suggests that participants perform better for words compared to tones based on their everyday life experience and training with verbal stimuli ([@R45]; [@R66]). Alternatively, the additional contour information and tonal-like structure might lead to better performance for tones than for words ([@R65]; [@R75]). For the timbre stimuli we hypothesised that participants showed, compared to words and tones, a decreased performance level.

Method {#s11}
------

*Participants.*  A total of 20 participants (12 female) took part in Experiment 1. The mean age was 22.65 years (*SD* = 3.01 years; age range: 18--28). Number of years of musical training, as measured by years of instrumental instruction, ranged from 0 to 10, with a mean of 2.08 (*SD* = 3.01) and a median of 0. Of these participants, 12 had not received any musical instruction (0 years).

*Materials.*  Participants were presented with auditory sequences, consisting of either five or six auditory items. Each item had a duration of 500 ms. In the sequences the items were presented with an inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of 20 ms, resulting in an stimulus-onset asynchrony of 520 ms. For the pitch task six tones were used. These tones differed in pitch height, namely C4 (262 Hz), D4 (294 Hz), E4 (330 Hz), F4 (349 Hz), G4 (392 Hz), and A4 (440 Hz). All tones were generated using a cello timbre. For the timbre task we used six timbres (guitar, cello, flute, trumpet, vibes, and piano), all played at 330 Hz (E4). For the word task six monosyllabic meaningful French words (consonant -- vowel combinations, using the vowel /u/) were used (/tu/, /lu/, /bu/, /mu/, /gu/, and /pu/). All words were spoken by a female voice and recordings were adjusted to the pitch of 230 Hz with "STRAIGHT" ([@R44]). The words were selected from a pool of recorded words on the basis of subjective ratings indicating easy intelligibility (i.e., using a subjective scale from 1 (very easy to understand) to 5 (not easy to understand)) by eight native French speakers. To account for the phonological similarity effect ([@R15]), phonologically similar monosyllabic words were chosen, so that timbre stimuli did not sound more similar to each other than the words.^4^

For the different pairs of the pitch task two non-adjacent tones were exchanged aiming to preserve the melodic contour (e.g., A G [*F*]{.ul} C [*D*]{.ul} -- A G [*D*]{.ul} C *F*). As in the backward task (see Experiment 2) the first tone of the second sequence was never changed. For the different sequence pairs of all six-item sequences the melodic contour was preserved. However, it was not possible to preserve the melodic contour in 3 of the 14 five-item sequences (e.g., G D E ***F A*** -- G D E [***A F***]{.ul}), because of the constraint to keep the first tone unchanged.

The pattern of how the item order was changed in the different sequence pairs of the pitch sequences (i.e., the positions of the changed items) served as a template to generate the different sequence pairs for the timbre (cello guitar [***flute***]{.ul} piano [***trumpet***]{.ul} -- cello guitar [***trumpet***]{.ul} piano [***flute***]{.ul}) and the word (*/bu*//*gu*//[***mu***]{.ul}//tu//[***pu***]{.ul}/--/bu//gu//[***pu***]{.ul}//tu//[***mu***]{.ul}/) conditions.

Example sequences for each stimulus type are provided as Supplementary Material, which is available via the supplementary tab on the article\'s online page at <http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09658211.2012.731070>.

*Apparatus.*  The tone and timbre stimuli were created with the software Cubase 5.1 and Halion Sampler (Steinberg Media Technologies). The word stimuli were spoken by a female voice and recorded using the software Audacity (<http://audacity.sourceforge.net/>). The program Adobe Audition 3 (San Jose, CA, USA) was used to slightly adapt the duration of all auditory stimuli to 500 ms. All stimuli were saved as 44.1 kHz, 16-bit resolution mono files. Participants were presented with the auditory stimuli via closed headphones (Sennheiser HD200). The software Presentation (Neurobehavioural Systems, Albany, USA) was used to present the stimuli, collect data, and record participants' responses.

*Procedure.*  Participants listened to sequences of auditory stimuli, either tones differing in pitch (*pitch task*), tones differing in timbre (*timbre task*), or monosyllabic words (*word task*). A first sequence (e.g., 1 2 3 4 5) was presented and after 3 seconds of silence a second sequence was presented with all auditory items being either in the same order (e.g., 1 2 3 4 5) or not (e.g., 1 2 5 4 3). Participants pressed one of two mouse buttons to indicate whether the two sequences were the same or different (with "same" being defined as all items played correctly in the same order). Subsequently participants pressed the space bar to continue with the next trial of this self-paced experiment.

The task was demonstrated with two five-item sequence trials for each material at the beginning of the first three blocks. For these practice trials (one required the answer "same" and one the answer "different"), feedback was given, and it was ascertained that participants understood the task.

The experiment consisted of 168 trials: 28 pairs for each Material (words, timbre, pitch) and Length (five- and six-item sequences), with half of them being different and half being the same. A pseudo-randomised presentation was used so that: (1) the same sequence was not presented consecutively in a same pair and a different pair and (2) the type of pair (same/different) changed after at most three trials (i.e., no more than three consecutive "same" or "different" trials). The experiment was structured into six experimental blocks of 28 pairs each (two blocks for timbre, two blocks for pitch, and two blocks for words). The blocks always started with the shorter sequences (five-item sequences). Over participants, six different orders of blocks were used (differing in the order of presentation within the blocks and the order of the experimental blocks), which were counterbalanced over participants. The experiment had a duration of approximately 45 minutes.

Results {#s12}
-------

Recognition performance was analysed by calculating the hit rate (number of correct responses for different trials/number of all different trials) minus the false alarm rate (number of incorrect responses for same trials/number of all same trials) for each participant and each condition. Performance was significantly better than chance for each of the conditions as shown by one-sample *t*-tests (*ps* \< .001).

Hits -- false alarms measures are depicted in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and were analysed using a 2 × 3 ANOVA with Length (five and six) and Material (pitch, timbre, words) as within-participant factors.

The main effect of Material was not significant, *F*(2, 18) = 1.94, *p* = .16, *MSE* = .07. The main effect of Length, *F*(1, 19) = 7.50, *p* = .01, *MSE* = .03, was significant and interacted with Material, *F*(2, 18) = 5.20, *p* = .*01, MSE* = .03. Performance was better for the five-item sequences than for the six-item sequences for words, *t*(19) = 2.40, *p* = .03, and pitch, *t*(19) = 3.81, *p* \< .01, while for timbres no difference between sequence lengths was observed, *t*(19) = .68, *p* = .50. Furthermore, for the five-item sequences, performance for pitch was higher than for timbre, *t*(19) = 2.67, *p* = .02) and words, *t*(19) = 2.38, *p* = .03, while these latter two did not differ (*p* = .59). For the six-item sequences no significant differences between materials were observed (*ps* \> .16).

Recognition performance was further investigated by analysing hit rates and false alarm rates separately (see Supplementary Material).

No significant correlation (Pearson) was observed between the number of years of musical training and the performance for pitch, *r*(18) = .027; *p* = .911, timbre, *r*(18) = .310; *p* = .183, and words, *r*(18) = −.007; *p* = .976.

An additional analysis was performed only with the contour-preserved sequences in the pitch conditions (i.e., excluding the three contour violated five-item sequences, see Method). This analysis confirmed the main effect of Length, *F*(1, 19) = 4.91, *p* = .039, *MSE* = .03, and its interaction with Material, *F*(2, 18) = 3.83, *p* = .03, *MSE* = .03, as described for the main analysis.

DISCUSSION {#s13}
==========

In Experiment 1 we investigated WM maintenance for words, timbre, and tones using five- and six-item sequences. Participants' performance for the different lengths depended on the to-be-remembered material. For the pitch and word conditions an influence of length was observed, notably with better performance for shorter than for longer sequences. This finding is in agreement with previously reported length effects for verbal material ([@R2]; [@R7]; but see [@R47]) and tonal material ([@R20]; [@R65]; [@R77]), indicating that verbal and tonal WM are subject to similar limiting factors, hence similar processes, notably linked to rehearsal mechanisms ([@R2]). More specifically, it has been suggested that WM for words and tones can be based on subvocalisation or internal singing ([@R2]; [@R7]; [@R31]; [@R37]; [@R45]; [@R53]; [@R66]) and sensorimotor codes might be used to actively rehearse the information in WM ([@R45]; [@R66]).

![WM performance during the forward WM recognition task for pitch, timbre, and word information (Experiment 1). Error bars indicate the standard error of mean (*SEM*).](pmem21_377_f1){#F1}

Beyond this similarity in the benefits of rehearsal, the verbal and tonal materials differ on the following features that might have increased WM performance for tones (in particular for the five-item sequences). First, the tones of a sequence define a melodic contour (i.e., patterns of up-and-downs) that can be used as an additional information to increase WM performance of the tones ([@R24]).^5^ Second, the tone set used is part of a tonal set of Western music, the C Major key, a stimulus-inherent structure that might create associations between elements (based on tonal relations) and allow participants to chunk the to-be-remembered information ([@R29]) and thus decrease WM load. The improvement of memory thanks to stimulus-inherent structure has been shown previously for tone sequences ([@R65]; [@R66]), but also for word lists ([@R62]; [@R76]) and for spatial patterns ([@R10]). Stimulus-inherent structure, which could improve WM performance, was not included in our word material. In contrast, phonologically similar words were used (see Method), with phonological similarity being known to decrease WM performance ([@R2]; [@R15]; [@R73]; [@R77]).

By comparing verbal and tonal memory to timbre memory in the same participants, our study went beyond previous research that was restricted to two material types. In contrast to performance for words and tones, performance for timbres did not differ between shorter and longer sequences. This finding might suggest that the mechanisms underlying WM for timbre differ from those underlying WM for tones and words. In our study the duration of one trial (sequence 1 -- delay -- sequence 2) was ∼8 seconds for the five-item sequences and ∼9 seconds for the six-item sequences. Studies investigating the auditory long sensory store have indicated that participants can hold auditory traces for up to 20 seconds (see [@R16]), e.g., for non-imitable white noise segments ([@R42]). Therefore maintenance of timbre information in our experiment might have been mainly dependent on a sensory memory trace ([@R21]; [@R28]; [@R34]; [@R42]; [@R55]; [@R61]), in particular as the sequences were short enough to be compared in full length or being reactivated by refreshing ([@R47]; [@R56]), thus not revealing a length effect. Our interpretation, that WM for timbre is independent of WM for verbal stimuli, is corroborated by a recent study ([@R48]) reporting that WM for timbre is not facilitated by verbal rehearsal processes.

EXPERIMENT 2 (BACKWARD TASK) {#s14}
============================

To summarise Experiment 1, the observed length effect for words and tones, together with the literature about the limited capacity of WM for verbal material ([@R2]; [@R7]) and tone material ([@R20]; [@R77]) supports the hypothesis that performance for these two stimulus types were based on similar WM mechanisms related to rehearsal. For timbre participants might have relied more strongly on a sensory memory trace, notably because timbre is assumed to be difficult to imitate and thus to rehearse subvocally ([@R21]; [@R28]; [@R34]; [@R42]). In Experiment 2 we investigated whether the same pattern of results can be observed for WM for words, tones, and timbre during a backward recognition task that required the reordering of the items. In contrast to maintenance (as in the forward task, Experiment 1), only a few studies have investigated the manipulation of auditory events in WM. While both verbal and tonal WM rely on internal rehearsal, participants might be more trained on the manipulation of verbal information in WM ([@R45]; [@R66]). Better performance was expected for words compared to tones, and both materials should be subjected to length effects (with weaker performance for longer sequences; [@R2]; [@R7]; [@R20]; [@R65]; [@R77]). In addition, manipulating tone sequences (as requested in the backward task) has been shown to be a difficult task for participants, presumably due to the difficulty of reversing the contour of the perceived melody ([@R65]).

Because timbre does not seem to be supported by internal rehearsal in WM ([@R21]; [@R34]; [@R42]; [@R48]; [@R49]; [@R50]), we hypothesised that WM for timbre would be inferior to WM for the other two stimuli types (words, tones). To our knowledge no study so far has investigated manipulation of timbre information in WM, as requested here in the backward recognition task. Our study thus tested for the first time whether the additional manipulation of the timbre information stored in the sensory memory might give rise to a length effect also for timbres comparable to tones ([@R20]; [@R65]; [@R77]) and words ([@R7]; [@R9]; [@R72]), as for example due to the intervention of the central executive ([@R2], [@R3]; [@R5]).

Method {#s15}
------

*Participants.*  A total of 20 participants (13 female) took part in Experiment 2. The mean age was 21.65 years (*SD* = 4.01 years; age range: 18--34). Number of years of musical training, as measured by years of instrumental instruction, ranged from 0 to 17, with a mean of 1.90 (*SD* = 4.2) and a median of 0. Of these participants, 13 had not received any musical instruction (0 years). None of the participants took part in Experiment 1. The forward and backward tasks were run in separate experiments, with different participants taking part, to prevent potential carry-over effects of strategies between the instructions for both tasks.

Years of musical training (years of musical instruction) of participants in Experiments 1 and 2 did not differ (*p* \> .88).

*Material and apparatus.* Sequences consisted of three or four items. For "different" trials the exchanged tones (see Method for Experiment 1) introduced a contour change in all pitch sequences (e.g., E F C and C E F). The contour of the sequences in the different trials could not be preserved because of the short sequences (i.e., the three-item sequences) and the constraint to keep the first tone unchanged. (As in Experiment 1, the pattern of how the item order was changed in the different trials of the pitch sequences served as a template to generate the different trials for the timbre and the word condition.) Besides this, materials and apparatus were as described for Experiment 1. Example sequences for each stimulus type are provided as Supplementary Material.

*Procedure.* Participants listened to the auditory stimuli as in Experiment 1, either tones differing in pitch (*pitch task*), tones differing in timbre (*timbre task*) or monosyllabic words (*word task*). A first sequence was presented (e.g., 1 2 3) and after a period of silence (3 seconds) participants heard a second sequence that was either the same or had a changed order (two items were exchanged). Participants had to indicate whether the second sequence had all items in a backward order (e.g., same: 3 2 1) or whether this order had been altered (e.g., different: 3 1 2). To prevent participants from solving the task by comparing only the last stimuli of the first sequence with the first stimuli of the second sequence to decide whether the sequence had been played backwards correctly, the first stimuli of the second sequence was never changed (as in Experiment 1). Besides presenting the second sequence backwards and using different sequence lengths, the procedure was as described for Experiment 1.

As with Experiment 1, Experiment 2 consisted of 168 trials overall: 28 pairs for each Material (words, timbre, pitch) and Length (three- and four-item sequences), with half of them being different and half being the same. The pseudo-randomised presentation and the presentation of the experimental items in four blocks were as described in Experiment 1 (adapted to the sequence lengths used here).

Results {#s16}
-------

As with Experiment 1, recognition performance was analysed by calculating the hit rate (number of correct responses for different trials/number of all different trials) minus the false alarm rate (number of incorrect responses for same trials/number of all same trials) for each participant and each condition. Performance was significantly better than chance for each of the conditions as shown by one-sample *t*-tests (all ps \< .001, except for the four-item pitch sequences, *p* = .06).

Hits -- false alarms measures are depicted in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and were analysed using a 2 × 3 ANOVA with Length (three- and four-items) and Material (pitch, timbre, words) as within-participant factors. Main effects of Length, *F*(1, 19) = 38.99, *p* \< .001, MSE = .03, and Material, *F*(2, 18) = 7.82, *p* = .001, *MSE* = .08, were observed, but no significant interaction between Length and Material (*p* = .19). Performance was better for timbre, *t*(19) = 2.56, *p* = .02, and for words, *t*(19) = 3.49, *p* = .002, compared to pitch, while no performance difference was observed between timbre and words (*p* = .11). Performance was better for the three-item sequences than for the four-item sequences, *t*(19) = 6.24, *p* \< .001.

Recognition performance was further investigated by analysing separately hit rates and false alarm rates (see Supplementary Material).

We observed a significant positive Pearson correlation between musical training and the performance for the pitch task, *r*(18) = .653; *p* = .002 (indicating better performance for participants with more years of musical training), a tendency for the timbre task, *r*(18) = .438; *p* = .053, but no correlation for the word task, *r*(18) = .349; *p* = .132.

Discussion {#s17}
----------

In Experiment 2 we investigated manipulation of auditory information in WM for words, timbres, and tones for three- and four-item sequences. In this backward recognition task performance was better for words compared to tones, while in the forward recognition task of Experiment 1 performance was better for tones compared to words. Two possible hypotheses will be discussed aiming to explain these different patterns in WM performance.

In contrast to the forward task, data of the backward task suggest that the stimulus-inherent features of the tone sequences (contour information and tonal-like structure) did not support WM for tones when reordering was required. This has also been observed in a previous study where tonality improved WM performance in the forward task, but not in the backward task ([@R65]). Musical information unfolds over time in a structured, directional way. Backward recognition requires the reversal of this structure ([@R79]), thus the breaking up of a melody ([@R65]), so that contour information and the tonal-like structure might not have been supporting the WM recognition process. This could have led to a decreased performance for tones compared to words in Experiment 2.

![WM performance during the backward recognition task for pitch, timbre, and word information (Experiment 2). Error bars indicate the standard error of mean (*SEM*).](pmem21_377_f2){#F2}

A second hypothesis is based on neuroimaging data: Previous studies have indicated that in musicians and non-musicians active rehearsal of verbal and tonal materials relies on motor-related areas, which are usually involved in controlling and programming of movements and therefore on internally rehearsable sensorimotor codes ([@R45]; [@R66]). It has also been reported that these motor-related areas were less activated during tonal WM than during verbal WM in non-musicians ([@R66]), whereas motor-related areas were involved during verbal and tonal WM in musicians ([@R66]) and during the mental reversal of imagined melodies in musicians ([@R79]). These previous findings have suggested that non-musicians have more elaborate sensorimotor representations for the rehearsal of verbal information than for the rehearsal of tonal information. Participants might have been able to benefit from these motor representations for verbal material even during manipulation (required by the backward task), leading to better WM performance for words compared to tones in Experiment 2. This assumption is corroborated by the finding that musical training was only correlated with WM performance in the backward task for pitch.

Despite this reported different pattern (tonal \> verbal during forward and verbal \> tonal during backward), both pitch and word materials showed a length effect in the backward task, i.e., performance was better for the shorter compared to the longer sequences. In contrast to the forward task, such a length effect was also observed for the timbre material in the backward task. Although the speed of presentation made it unlikely, and recent data have shown that WM for timbre is independent of verbal rehearsal ([@R48]), it could be argued that participants actually manipulated timbre information in the backward task by verbally labelling the timbre stimuli. Experiment 3 was conducted to investigate this hypothesis.

EXPERIMENT 3 (BACKWARD SUPPRESSION TASK) {#s18}
========================================

To investigate whether participants used verbal labels to manipulate timbre information in WM Experiment 3 used the backward task of Experiment 2, but introduced an articulatory suppression task during the delay: Participants were required to count aloud from 1 to 5 during the 3-second period of silence between the to-be-compared auditory sequences (as in [@R7]; [@R36]; [@R73]).

Articulatory suppression has been shown to lead to a reduction of the verbal WM capacity. This reduction has been interpreted as being caused by the additional competing processes that are disturbing the articulatory rehearsal process of the phonological loop ([@R1], [@R2]). Based on previous interference and articulatory suppression experiments ([@R23]; [@R30]; [@R45]; [@R54]; [@R63]), we expected the verbal suppression to interfere with WM for words (verbal rehearsal), but not for tones. In particular, while both materials are based on internal rehearsal ([@R37]; [@R45]; [@R66]), they seem to rely on different sensorimotor codes ([@R45]; [@R66]). If participants used verbal labelling for timbres in the backward task (Experiment 2), then articulatory suppression should also interfere with timbre. If timbre is not decoded verbally, but rather maintained and manipulated relying on a sensory trace and the central executive ([@R2], [@R3]; [@R5]), we should not observe interference by articulatory suppression ([@R21]; [@R34]; [@R42]; [@R48]; [@R49]; [@R50]). The result for timbres will thus indicate whether the observed sequence length effect in Experiment 2 might be due to shared verbalising processes or to shared processes for instance on the level of the central executive, which contributes to manipulation and applies to various material types.

Method {#s19}
------

*Participants.* A total of 25 participants (13 female) took part in Experiment 3. The mean age was 22.12 years (*SD* = 1.45 years; age range: 20--26). Number of years of musical training, as measured by years of instrumental instruction, ranged from 0 to 10, with a mean of 3.40 (*SD* = 3.76) and a median of 3. Of these participants, 11 had not received any musical instruction (0 years). None of the participants took part in Experiments 1 or 2. Years of musical training (years of musical instruction) did not differ between participants of Experiment 3 and 2 (*p* \> .2).

*Materials, apparatus, and procedure.* Because performance for the four-item sequences was relatively low in Experiment 2, only three-item sequences were used in this articulatory suppression task to prevent floor effects in performance. Besides this, stimuli and experimental task were identical to Experiment 2. The experiment had a duration of approximately 25 minutes. In the 3-second silence period between the standard sequence and the comparison sequence, participants were asked to count out loud from 1 to 5, which was recorded using a microphone. After the presentation of the first sequence the fixation cross in the middle of the computer screen started flashing (at the same rhythm as the stimuli were presented before) to indicate beginning and end of counting, as well as to provide a temporal pace for counting.

Results and discussion {#s20}
----------------------

As in Experiments 1 and 2, recognition performance was analysed by calculating the hit rate (number of correct responses for different trials/number of all different trials) minus the false alarm rate (number of incorrect responses for same trials/number of all same trials) for each participant and each condition ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Performance was significantly better than chance for each of the conditions as shown by one-sample *t*-tests (all *p*s \< .001).

Hits -- false alarms measures were analysed using an ANOVA with the within-participant factor Material (pitch, timbre, words). The main effect of Material was significant, *F*(2, 23) = 6.20, *p* \< .01, *MSE* = .07. As in Experiment 2, performance was better for timbres (mean = .40, *SEM* = .06), *t*(24) = 2.83, *p* = .01, and words (mean = .43, *SEM* = .05), *t*(24) = 3.18, *p* \< .01, than for pitch (mean = .19, *SEM* = .06), while the performance for words and timbre did not differ, *t*(24) = .48, *p* = .63. We observed a significant positive Pearson correlation between musical training and the performance for the pitch task, *r*(23) = .530; *p* = .006 (indicating better performance for participants with more years of musical training), and no correlation for the timbre task, *r*(23) = .090; *p* = .670, or the word task, *r*(23) = --.244; *p* = .239.

Recognition performance was further investigated by analysing hit rates and false alarm rates separately (see Supplementary Material). In comparison to the three-item sequence in Experiment 2 ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), the suppression task created a significant decrease of performance only for the words, *t*(43) = 2.11, *p* = .04, but not for timbre, *t*(43) = .74, *p* = .46, or pitch, *t*(43) = .88, *p* = .37. In summary, only performance for words was affected by the verbal interference task. We did not observe a similar decrease in WM for timbre stimuli, suggesting that participants did not maintain and manipulate timbre stimuli by assigning verbal labels to them.

GENERAL DISCUSSION {#s21}
==================

In the present study we compared recognition WM performance for words, pitch, and timbre using forward and backward recognition tasks. Both forward and backward tasks require the memorisation of the serial order of the auditory items (e.g., [@R35], [@R36]). This is enhanced for the backward task that requires participants to reorder and manipulate the presented items. The following main results were observed: (1) in the forward task performance was better for tones than for words (in particular for the five-item sequences), but no difference was observed between words and timbres, (2) in the backward task performance was better for words than for tones, and again no difference was observed between words and timbres, (3) in the backward task articulatory suppression led to impaired performance for words, but not for timbres and tones, (4) better performance for short compared to long sequences was observed for words and tones (but not for timbres) during the forward task, and for all stimuli during the backward task, and (5) a positive correlation between musical training and WM performance for pitch in the backward task, but not in the forward task and not with the other stimuli in either task.

![WM performance during the backward suppression recognition task for pitch, timbre, and word information with articulatory suppression (Experiment 3). Error bars indicate the standard error of mean (*SEM*).](pmem21_377_f3){#F3}

Comparison between tones and words {#s22}
----------------------------------

Our data indicate differences and similarities for WM for tones and words. First we will discuss the similarities, and subsequently the differences.

In Experiments 1 and 2 we observed a length effect for words and tones, suggesting (at least partly) similar processes for both stimuli types. Words and tones might be remembered using an internal rehearsal (internal speaking/singing) mechanism, based on motor knowledge (sensorimotor codes) to produce these stimuli, as suggested by behavioural and neuroimaging studies ([@R2]; [@R15]; [@R33]; [@R37]; [@R45]; [@R53]; [@R66]; [@R77]).^6^ Only a limited number of words ([@R2]; [@R15]) or tones ([@R20]; [@R77]) can be maintained by internal rehearsal. The observed length effect together with the literature thus suggest that participants used internal rehearsal to maintain this information active in WM, presumably using sensorimotor codes ([@R2]; [@R45]; [@R66]). It is worth noting that whereas Experiment 2 and [@R65] reported a length effect for a backward recognition task using tones, this was not the case for previous studies using a backward recall task with verbal material ([@R9]; [@R72]). Future studies thus need to investigate more systematically differences and similarities between recall and recognition paradigms for different auditory materials. However, our results also indicate differences between verbal and tonal WM. First, as hypothesised, articulatory suppression (Experiment 3) decreased WM performance for words, but not for tones. Our data together with previous research thus suggest that both words and tones are internally rehearsed (subvocal speech/singing based on sensorimotor codes; [@R2]; [@R45]; [@R66]), but that the subvocal rehearsal, or possibly the internal representation/sensorimotor codes used to maintain and manipulate the stimuli, might differ between words (subvocal speech) and tones (internal singing; [@R23]; [@R66]).

Second, we observed a selective positive correlation between the years of musical training and the WM performance for the pitch sequences during the backward task (Experiment 2 and 3), but not during the forward task. In addition, no correlation between the years of musical training and WM for words or timbre was observed. This finding suggests that musical training improved WM for pitch information during the backward task, presumably mediated by more elaborate knowledge how to analyse and produce, and presumably also how to manipulate tonal information. Previous studies indicated that musical training improves tonal WM also during a forward recognition task ([@R65]; [@R66]) and a forward recall task ([@R77]).

Third, the relative performance pattern for words and tones differed between both tasks, with better performance for tones during the forward task and worse performance for tones during the backward task compared to words. As discussed above, this might be a consequence of stimulus-inherent properties. WM performance for words might have been decreased, compared to tones, due to the phonological similarity in the forward task ([@R2]; [@R15]), but to a lesser degree during the backward task ([@R9]). For tonal WM it has been shown that WM performance was increased when the to-be-detected changes altered the melodic contour ([@R24]) and by tonal structures ([@R66]) in a forward task, but not in a backward task ([@R65]). Therefore, in the present study, participants' tonal WM performance might have benefited from melodic contour and tonal-like structures in the forward task, but not in the backward task, which required reversing the melody. Although it was not possible to compare the forward and backward experiments directly (due to the different sequence length used), it looks as if the costs for performing the backward task compared to the forward task are greater for tones than for words. Therefore the present findings suggest that forward and backward WM recognition differs, as has been previously shown also for verbal recall ([@R9]; [@R38]) and tone recognition ([@R65]), which might be due to the intervention of the central executive ([@R2], [@R3]; [@R5]).

In addition, previous findings have suggested that non-musicians have more elaborate sensorimotor representations for the rehearsal of verbal information than for the rehearsal of tonal information ([@R66]). Thus participants might have been able to benefit from these elaborate, and possibly more stable, sensorimotor representations for verbal material during manipulation, leading to a better WM performance for words compared to tones in Experiment 2.

However, if verbal rehearsal and tonal rehearsal rely on similar WM mechanisms, i.e., internal rehearsal, why would we observe a suppression effect only for words, but not for tones? Numerous previous research findings have suggested that verbal and tonal information can be internally rehearsed in WM ([@R37]; [@R45]; [@R54]; [@R66]; [@R77]), while the rehearsal of both types of materials might rely on different (sensorimotor) codes. [@R66] observed that neural networks underlying verbal and tonal WM show considerable overlap in cerebral core structures for both non-musicians and musicians. This was interpreted as a shared rehearsal process that is using different codes, notably sensorimotor codes involved in the rehearsal of verbal and tonal material. A similar hypothesis was proposed earlier for storage of information in memory: Based on [@R52] proposition of shared processes but distinct representations between music and language, [@R77] suggested that the WM rehearsal might process verbal and tonal information, but storage could be separable. Therefore the internal rehearsal process might underlie both verbal and tonal WM, whereas both types of WM operate with distinct sensorimotor representations ([@R37]; [@R45]; [@R66]). This interpretation is in line with the finding that participants with congenital amusia showed WM impairment for tones, but not for words ([@R75]) and could explain the differences and similarities we observed in the present study between WM performance for verbal and tonal material during the forward and backward recognition tasks.

Timbre in comparison to tones and words {#s23}
---------------------------------------

WM performance for timbre differed from tones in all experiments. This finding is in agreement with previous data suggesting that pitch and timbre are processed independently in WM ([@R46]; [@R68]; [@R71]).

In contrast to words and tones, for which a length effect was observed in the present study and in previous studies ([@R2]; [@R20]; [@R65]; [@R77]), no length effect was observed for timbres in Experiment 1 (forward task). This missing length effect of timbres together with results from previous studies investigating sensory memory ([@R21]; [@R28]; [@R42]; [@R78]) could suggest that WM for timbre relies on a sensory trace during WM maintenance. While participants might be unable to repeat or imitate timbre information (i.e., processes that support internal rehearsal), previous studies suggested that timbre can be imagined ([@R21]; [@R34]). This imagery might engage sensory rather than motor (production) related processes ([@R21]; [@R34]; [@R55]). [@R48] suggested that the processes underlying WM for timbre are not dependent on attention or rehearsal, and that this might be supported by oscillatory processes in the theta and gamma band ([@R25]). WM for timbre thus seems to rely on different mechanisms than WM for tones ([@R33]; [@R45]; [@R66]), and verbal materials ([@R2]; [@R45]; [@R53]; [@R66]), which both have been shown to rely on internal rehearsal and motor-related brain structures. Although future studies are necessary to further investigate WM for timbre, for example by directly comparing the neural correlates underlying WM for timbre with those underlying WM for words and tones, our findings suggest different mechanisms for timbre than for words and tones.

In the backward task (Experiment 2) a length effect was observed for timbres, notably with three-item sequences being better remembered than the four-item sequences. The possibility that participants have verbally labelled the timbre stimuli was ruled out by Experiment 3. If, as discussed above, memory for timbre relies on a sensory memory trace, the observed length effect in Experiment 2 suggests that this coding is less efficient when manipulation is required for an increasing number of items (as in the backward task). One possible explanation is that during the backward task, participants needed to compare the passively stored sensory trace of the timbre events of the first sequence with the reversed timbre events of the second sequence to detect deviations from the presented order. This might be more time consuming than in the forward task, and this strategy might also be more inefficient for the longer (four-item) sequences than for the shorter (three-item) sequences.

Furthermore the additional processes necessary for manipulation (beyond maintenance), such as the involvement of the central executive ([@R2], [@R3]; [@R5]), seem to be subjected to limitations of elements (which are manipulated) and therefore leading to a length effect, resulting in decreased performance with increased number of to-be-manipulated elements. Future studies need to further investigate manipulation of timbral information in WM, as started in Experiments 2 and 3 with the present backward task. WM performance for timbre did not differ from WM performance for words, neither for the forward task (with the short sequences in Experiment 1) nor for the backward task (Experiment 2). However, when articulatory suppression was added, WM performance was impaired for words, but not for timbres. If words and timbres had been processed by the same WM mechanisms and systems, WM performance for timbre should have been impaired as well.

The results from the present study thus suggest that WM differs for timbre and words. The assumption of separate mechanisms underlying WM for timbres and words is in agreement with previous studies (i) observing that verbal rehearsal did not interfere with WM for timbre ([@R48]) and (ii) reporting that participants with congenital amusia showed WM impairment for timbres, but not for words ([@R75]).

In addition our data support the observation by [@R40], [@R41], [@R42]) who proposed that categorical information can be sustained with rehearsal, while this is not the case for sensory storage with acategorical information.

Our findings suggest that different mechanisms underlie WM for timbre compared to words and tones. More specifically, our results together with previous observations suggest that verbal and tonal material can be rehearsed in WM (categorical information), whereas WM for timbre might be stored as a sensory memory trace in the long sensory store. This has to be further investigated, for example, by increasing the duration of the items, the retention delay, the number of items to remember, by using different auditory interference material, and by comparing directly the neural correlates underlying WM for timbre with those underlying WM for words and tones.

Limitations of the present study and suggestions for future studies {#s24}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

First, it is challenging to design three different kinds of auditory stimuli that are comparable in terms of absolute levels of WM performance, mainly because humans are more familiar with some auditory stimuli, namely words, but less so with others (timbre). In particular we discussed that acoustic similarity and stimulus-inherent structure could have had an influence on WM performance (see results by [@R77]), even though this cannot explain the differences between the two tasks (forward, backward). Second, some aspects of auditory WM are still elusive, which is reflected in the literature as there is no consensus for the interpretation. For example, in the present paper the articulatory suppression and the length effect have been interpreted as an indication for internal rehearsal processes ([@R2], [@R3]; [@R73]; [@R77]). As indicated throughout the paper, the length effect has been controversially discussed in the literature and alternative explanations have been suggested: The word length effect is confounded with other word characteristics like phonological complexity, and evidence suggests an attentional mechanism that could operate in addition to articulatory rehearsal ([@R47]). However, although being aware of these potential alternative interpretations, we propose---based on recent neuroimaging results ([@R45]; [@R66])---that our results indicate that timbre relies mainly on a sensory store (long sensory store) while tones and words rely on categorical WM.

Summary and conclusion {#s25}
----------------------

Together with previous research (e.g., [@R54]; [@R66]; [@R77]), our findings suggest that human auditory WM is not a unitary system. Our data indicate that: First, auditory WM differs for the here tested auditory stimuli presumably because some can be internally rehearsed (e.g., words) whereas others cannot (e.g., timbre) and rely on a sensory trace. In addition we suggest that rehearsal mehanisms might be underlying verbal and tonal WM, which, however, are operating with different (sensorimotor) representations ([@R52]; [@R66]; [@R77]). Second, WM recognition differs for forward and backward tasks. Third, musical training can be selectively associated with better WM performance for tones during the backward task, involving manipulation.

Refreshing in order to maintain information in WM ([@R56]), which is assumed to provide an alternative to the rehearsal suggested by the Baddeley and Hitch WM model, will be discussed later in the manuscript.

Activation of the supplementary motor area did not reach significance ([@R34]).

In a pilot experiment we observed that participants showed decreased performance during the backward task compared to the forward task. To account for this and to avoid floor effects in performance, we presented participants with shorter sequences in the backward task.

Timbre stimuli were chosen so that they sounded as dissimilar as possible and were easy to distinguish. However, one might argue that due to the nature of the timbre material, the timbre stimuli might still sound somewhat similar to each other. Therefore, to account for this, phonologically similar monosyllabic words were chosen.

WM performance is improved when to-be-detected differences change the melodic contour in comparison to differences that preserve the contour.

Although premotor areas are involved during the memory for serial order ([@R36]), activation in the premotor cortex was also observed in item memory, notably auditory memory tasks investigating the memory for verbal and/or tonal items ([@R31]; [@R53]; [@R66]). Therefore the observed involvement of motor-related structures during WM for words and also tones is not solely due to memory for serial order.
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